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Abstract—Stock market predictions are challenging due to the
complexity and volatility of markets across the globe. Influential
factors include, but are not limited to, economic conditions,
political events, investor sentiment, and even natural calamities.
In this survey, we review the current literature on stock market
predictions using various approaches and propose a framework
that facilitates the categorization and analysis of existing works.
A novel taxonomy is also proposed within this framework for
Graph Neural Network (GNN)-based stock market prediction
methods. Potential research gaps are identified, and future
research directions are discussed towards the end of this survey.

Index Terms—Graph neural networks, stock prediction, deep
learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

The stock market’s complexity and dynamic nature ne-
cessitate accurate, interpretable prediction models. Traditional
forecasts using time series models such as ARIMA [1] and
GARCH [2] face limitations due to the market’s nonlinear
evolution.

Deep learning, applicable across fields including Natural
Language Processing(NLP) and financial forecasting, sur-
passes traditional methods by handling diverse data types
and capturing non-linear stock relationships. Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks (RNNs), specifically Long Short-Term Mem-
ory(LSTM) [3] and Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU) [4], excel in
time series but struggle with inter-stock dynamics. Graph Con-
volutional Networks (GCN) [5] enable relational reasoning,
improving performance by incorporating stock relationships.

To use Graph Neural Networks (GNN) [6] for stock pre-
diction, one can represent stocks as nodes to facilitate node

classification tasks. This leverages the stock relationships to
enhance prediction models. Chen et al. [7] demonstrated
GNN’s potential in stock market representation and prediction.

Despite extensive surveys on machine learning and deep
learning in stock prediction [8]–[15], a gap exists in dedi-
cated GNN applications. This survey addresses graph-based
deep learning advancements in stock prediction, proposing a
GNN classification framework, a novel taxonomy, identifying
research gaps, and suggesting further directions.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
prediction methods and our framework. Section III reviews
GNN applications and our taxonomy. Section IV discusses
prior research, and Section V concludes.

II. CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we propose a novel classification framework
that analyses existing approaches from three aspects, including
model architecture, dataset feature and graph construction.
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed taxonomy based on the
classification framework.

A. Model Architecture.

We have identified three types of model architectures that
can represent most existing literature: (1) RNN-GNN archi-
tecture, (2) iterative RNN-GNN architecture, and (3) parallel
RNN-GNN architecture. Figure 2 shows the structure of the
three architectures. The RNN-GNN architecture is the most
commonly used for graph-based stock market prediction.
Stock time series data are first fed into a Recurrent Neural
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Fig. 1: Classification Framework.

Fig. 2: Common architecture using GNN for stock prediction.

Network, such as LSTM [3], GRU [4], or Bi-directional [16],
to extract features. Then, the hidden features are processed by
a Graph Neural Network, such as GCN [5], Graph Attention
Network(GAT) [17], or GraphSAGE [18], for node classifi-
cation. The other two architectures are less common in the
literature.

As shown in Figure 2 (b), the iterative RNN-GNN archi-
tecture achieves deeper integration and collaboration between
the RNN and GNN, including an information exchange mech-
anism, resulting in better capture of the complex relationships
between temporal and relational data.

The parallel RNN ∥ GNN architecture, shown in Figure
2 (c), effectively captures both temporal and relational infor-
mation in complex datasets. This integration facilitates a more
comprehensive understanding of the data, leading to improved

performance in tasks such as sequence modeling, time series
forecasting, and relational reasoning.

Compared with the other two architectures, the RNN-GNN
model is simpler and easier to implement, as it uses the
output of the RNN directly as input to the GNN. However,
it may underperform in some complex tasks. The choice of
architecture depends on task-specific requirements and data
characteristics.

B. Datasets Features

Stock price fluctuations depend on numeric and text data,
including prices and volumes [19], as well as announcements
and social media [20]. Using historical prices helps predict
future trends, with numeric data being more standardized
and accessible. Text data, requiring sentiment analysis for
integration [21], contributes to forecasting but cannot solely
predict prices. Combining both data types enhances prediction
accuracy.

C. Graph Construction Method

In literature on GNN for stock market prediction,
three primary methods for graph construction are identi-
fied: correlation-based, knowledge-based, and similarity-based
graph constructions.

Relationship-based graph construction [7] constructs
graphs from internal stock relationships, utilizing key market
indicators such as prices and volumes to create nodes for each
stock. Historical data analysis, through correlation coefficients
or time series models, determines edges reflecting stock cor-
relations.

Knowledge-based graph construction [22] [23] leverages
external information, such as sector dependencies or economic
impacts, to enhance graph structure. This approach integrates
expert insights or industry reports, capturing relationships
beyond dataset information.

Similarity-based graph construction [24] builds graphs
by identifying similarities among stocks, useful for implicit
relationship mapping. Nodes represent stocks, with edges
based on similarity scores (e.g., cosine similarity or Euclidean
distance), highlighting clusters of similar stocks.

III. APPROACHES

In this section, we review existing approaches that use
GNNs for the stock market. We discuss each approach from
three aspects: architecture, dataset features, and graph con-
struction methods, as proposed in the previous section.

A. Model Architecture

1. RNN-GNN architecture
Most models adopt the RNN-GNN architecture, embedding

time series data for graph-based prediction. Combining RNNs’
ability to capture temporal sequences with GNNs’ insight into
stock interrelations, data is encoded using LSTM or GRU for
pattern recognition and long-term dependencies.

Once the time series data is embedded, it is fed into the
GNN component. The GNN utilizes graph convolutional layers
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Fig. 3: Hierarchical Attention Network for Stock Prediction.

to propagate information among the interconnected stocks
in a graph structure. By considering the correlations and
dependencies between stocks, the GNN can capture collective
behaviour and market dynamics.

In [7], Chen et al. propose a joint RNN-GNN model called
the Incorporating Corporation Relationship-Graph Convolu-
tional Neural Network (ICR-GCN), which employs the RNN-
GNN architecture. The model is composed of two parts. The
first part is an LSTM that encodes time series information
to extract features for each company. These features then
serve as the node attributes in a graph that represents the
relationships between companies. Subsequently, a three-layer
GCN is applied for node classification.

Y = softmax
(
ÂReLU

(
ÂReLU

(
ÂX ′W

)
W
)
W
)

where Â is the adjacency matrix, X ′ represents the historical
features, W is the learnable weight matrix. ReLU(·) and
softmax functions are used as the activation functions, and
cross-entropy is used as the loss function.

Compared to similar studies, a significant advancement in
[25] is its consideration of social media text’s impact on stock
prices. By integrating social media text with financial data
and stock relationships, it introduces additional dimensions of
signals for stock prediction.

In [26], Kim et al. propose a Hierarchical Attention Network
for Stock prediction (HATS) that uses relational data for
stock market prediction. It selectively aggregates information

on different relation types and adds the information to the
representations of each company. As shown in Figure 3. HATS
is the RNN-GNN model; it has three layers including the
Feature Extraction layer, the Relational Modeling layer and
the Prediction Layer. In the feature extraction layer, one of
LSTM and GRU is used to encode features.

The Relational Modeling layer is used to encode the graph
structure. The HATS layout is shown in Figure 3. erm is the
relation type, en is the feature of node n, and Nrm

i is the set
of neighboring nodes of i for relation type m.

The prediction layer focuses on individual stock and
S&P500 Index movements, classifying stocks into three cat-
egories: up, down, and neutral, using a linear transformation
for individual predictions. Mean pooling calculates the index’s
graph representation. HATS, similar to ICR-GCN, employs
RNN-GNN architecture but differs by using GAT, whereas
ICR-GCN utilizes GCN.

HATS selectively aggregates information from different
types of relationships and adds the information to the rep-
resentation of each company.

In Feng et al.’s study [27], the Relational Stock Ranking
(RSR) framework employs the Temporal Graph Convolution
(TGC) model for stock prediction, featuring a three-layered
joint RNN-GNN model: a sequential embedding layer with
LSTM for capturing stock sequences, a relational embedding
layer using TGC for stock interconnections, and a ranking
scores prediction layer for stock ranking. Different from other
models, RSR-TGC uniquely captures temporal dynamics with
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Fig. 4: MAN-SF Model.

TGC, distinguishing it from GCN and GAT models.
This approach contrasts with Wang et al. [28], which uses

a hierarchical model to analyze temporal stock relationships
and market dynamics across multiple timescales, considering
financial, social media sentiment, and other factors.

In [25], Sawhney et al. propose a Multipronged Attention
Network for Stock Forecasting (MAN-SF) by learning from
historical prices, social media, and inter-stock relations. It
is made up of a hierarchical attention network and a GAT.
The Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN) is responsible for
capturing relevant signals across diverse data, while the GAT
is responsible for predicting stock movements.

MAN-SF model is a joint RNN-GNN architecture. As
shown in Figure 4, first, GRU is used as a Price Encoder
(PE) that takes the prices of a stock over a period of time and
uses that to produce a price feature. The temporal attention
mechanism is a way of aggregating information from different
time steps into an overall representation. This is done by
assigning learned weights to each time step, which allows
the most important information to be aggregated together. For
example, the formula of temporal attention mechanism ζ(·) is
shown as:

ζ
(
h̄z

)
=
∑
i

βihi (1)

βi =
exp

(
hT
i Wh̄z

)∑T
i=1 exp

(
hT
i Wh̄z

) (2)

where h̄z is the hidden states of GRU, βi is the attention
weight and W is the learnable parameter matrix.

Secondly, the Social Media Information Encoder (SMI) em-
ploys GRU to distill tweet data, using a hierarchical attention
mechanism to encode this information into vectors. Thirdly,
the Blending Multimodal Information layer merges features
from PE and SMI, applying a bilinear transformation for
learning price-tweet interactions, optimizing the mix of data
inputs. Lastly, stock movement prediction is performed using
a GAT.

Similar to the above models, MAN-SF also uses the RNN-
GNN architecture pattern; the main difference is that three
attention mechanisms are used to extract features, which
include price data, news data and stock relations data by
temporal attention, hierarchical attention and graph attention.

2. Iterative RNN-GNN architecture
In [24], Li et al. propose an LSTM Relational Graph

Convolutional Network (LSTM-RGCN) model that predicts
the overnight stock movement based on the correlation be-
tween stocks. This paper constructs a graph by converting
each stock’s news into a vector and calculating the relationship
between each stock by using the cosine similarity. LSTM-
RGCN is the first model that unitized connection among
stocks to predict the movement of stocks that are not directly
associated with news.

The LSTM-RGCN model, depicted in Figure 2(b), em-
bodies an iterative RNN-GNN architecture. As illustrated in
Figure 5, the process begins with LSTM encoding news data
into vectors. Subsequently, the model merges the news vector
with the node embedding to form the node vector. Finally,
RGCN encodes the graph structure.:

N l+1 = σ

(∑
r

D
− 1

2
r ArD

− 1
2

r H lW l
r +WhH

l

)
(3)

where Ar is the adjacency matrix of relation r,
D

− 1
2

r ArD
− 1

2
r is the normalized adjacency matrix. W l

r is the
learnable parameter matrix. Wh is the learnable parameter
matrix for the node vector. The parameter matrices are shared
across layers. H l represents the hidden representations of all
the nodes in the l-th layer. N l+1 is the aggregated neighbor
information for the (l + 1)-th layer.

Finally, the model predicts stock movement based on the
node representation in the graph. Sigmoid(·) and softmax
functions are used as the activation functions. The cross-
entropy is used as a loss function for this two-class classi-
fication task.
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Fig. 5: LSTM-RGCN Model.

3. Parallel RNN ∥ GNN architecture
In their paper [23], Zhao et al. proposed a method called

Dual Attention Networks to learn Stock Movement Prediction
(DANSMP). This method leverages a market knowledge graph
to model the relationships between stocks and make predic-
tions about stock momentum. The graph comprises various
types of information, including the relationships between
companies and their executives.

DANSMP integrates three layers: stock sequential embed-
ding, stock relational embedding, and prediction.

Initially, it merges technical and sentiment features using
GRU for feature extraction. The relational layer uses dual
attention networks for spillover signal representation, focus-
ing on company-executive relationships via inter- and intra-
class networks. Inter-class networks compare company and
executive features, while intra-class networks assess same-type
entity interactions.

Finally, embeddings are combined in a neural network for
stock movement prediction. DANSMP’s innovation lies in its
parallel RNN-GNN structure and dual attention mechanism,
enhancing market relationship analysis.

B. Dataset Feature

1. Data Information
The ICR-GCN dataset, sourced from Tushare API [29],

comprises CSI 300 historical prices for listed companies from
29/04/2017 to 31/12/2017. It features five numeric attributes
per company: open, close, high, low, and volume, utilizing
seven days of historical data for input.

HATS dataset uses S&P 500 historical price data of listed
companies between 08/02/2013 and 17/06/2019 (in total, 1174
trading days). For each company, there are three numeric
features including open price, close price, and volume. The

authors use historical price change rate Rt
i =

(P t
i −P t−1

i )
P t−1

i

as
model input, where P t

i is the closing price at time t of a
company i and P t−1

i is the closing price at time t− 1.
In the RSR-TGC model, data collection comprises three

categories, starting with sequential price data from New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) and NASDAQ between February
1, 2013, and December 8, 2017. This dataset encompasses

Fig. 6: Sector-industry relations and wiki company-based relations.

open, close, high, low, and volume metrics, using twenty-
nine daily close prices for calculating (Moving Average) MA5,
MA10, MA20, and MA30. These indicators, combined with
the closing price, undergo normalization for model input.

The MAN-SF dataset used in this study was the StockNet
dataset [30] which contains data on high-trade-volume stocks
in the S&P 500 index in the NYSE and NASDAQ markets. The
dataset is split into three parts: training, validation, and testing.
The training data was used to train the MAN-SF model.

The DANSMP includes total of 185 stocks from the
China Securities Index 300(CSI300E) and 73 stocks from the
CSI100E are used to create two datasets which are collected
from the China Securities Index (CSI). The market dataset
includes historical price information (opening price, close
price, highest price, lowest price and volume).

2. Stock Text Information
The second type in RSR-TGC model is sector-industry

relations and the third type is Wiki relations such as supplier-
consumer relations and ownership relations.

The LSTM-RGCN model also includes Financial news and
market data from Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) from 1/1/2013
to 29/08/2018 from Reuters. There are two numeric features
including open price and close price that are used to calculate
the overnight movement. The formula for calculating the
overnight movement is shown below:

Movement =
(
pto − pt−1

c

)
/pt−1

c (4)

where ptois the open price of the current trading day and pt−1
c is

the close price of the previous trading day. Global Vectors for
Word Representation (GloVe) [31] and Bidirectional Encoder
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Representations from Transformers (BERT) [32] are used as
word embedding on financial news to generate model input
features.

In DANSMP model also includes the news dataset from
four financial mainstream sites [33] [34] [35] [36].

C. Graph Construction Method

1. Correlation-based Graph Construction Methods
The ICR-GCN utilizes a data-driven graph construction

method based on financial investment facts, using a graph
of companies (stocks). This graph construction approach is
designed to capture relevant relationships between companies.
In this weighted graph, each node corresponds to a company,
while the edges connecting the nodes represent the rela-
tionships between these companies. Furthermore, the weight
assigned to each edge reflects the shareholding ratio between
the connected companies.

2. Knowledge-based Graph Construction Methods
The HATS model constructs a heterogeneous graph from

Wikidata to analyze relations between entities such as com-
panies and persons. It simplifies this graph into a company-
focused homogeneous one using a meta-path, representing
companies as nodes connected by various relationship types,
such as ’Owned by’.

The RSR-TGC model constructs its graph using sector-
industry information, as illustrated in Figure 6, and company
relations sourced from Wikidata. It categorizes stocks by
industry and establishes connections between stocks based on
first and second-order relations derived from Wikidata [37].

MAN-SF leverages first and second-order relations from
Wikidata to map the S&P 500 index stocks’ relationships,
focusing on direct company connections.

DANSMP employs a Bi-typed Hybrid-relational Market
Knowledge Graph (MKG) from Tushare API [29] data, featur-
ing company and executive entities with both explicit (directly
stated relationships) and implicit (inferred from attributes) re-
lations. This approach enables a detailed analysis of company
and executive interconnections for stock movement predic-
tions, enriching market analysis and investment decisions.

3. Similarity-based Graph Construction Methods
In the LSTM-RGCN model, a stock correlation graph is

built using historical prices, distinguishing relationships as
positive or negative correlations. Connections between stock
nodes are made if their similarity’s absolute value meets a set
threshold, enabling the model to understand stock interdepen-
dencies from historical prices.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we compare prior research, highlighting
Table I’s summary of model differences, including type, archi-
tecture, dataset, and data types. Table I shows the prevalent use
of the RNN-GNN model, with three studies employing GCN-
based GNNs (ICR-GCN, TGC, RGCN) and three using GAT-
based models (HATS, MAN-SF, DANSMP). Dataset analysis

reveals MAN-SF and HATS share a dataset; others vary,
with sources ranging from Chinese to US and Japanese stock
markets. Most datasets encompass price and news data. Graph-
wise, DANSMP uniquely utilizes a heterogeneous graph; oth-
ers use homogeneous ones, mostly constructed from Wikidata,
except RGCN’s price-based graphs.

We identify two key enhancement areas for stock prediction
models:

1. Integrating transformers with GNN-based temporal mod-
els could improve accuracy by capturing long-range depen-
dencies.

2. Developing dynamic spatial-temporal graphs with market
data for transformer networks might refine models by lever-
aging complex spatial-temporal relationships.

These approaches suggest promising directions for refin-
ing stock market predictions, offering potential benefits for
investors and analysts through advanced techniques and com-
prehensive market data utilization.

V. CONCLUSION

Stock market prediction is complex due to various impacting
factors. This paper reviews six articles applying GNN to
stock prediction, analyzing model architectures, data types,
and graph construction methods.

Three model architecture patterns were identified, combin-
ing RNN and GNN, capturing temporal and relational stock
data information. The primary data types were historical price,
financial news, and financial indicators.

Graphs were constructed based on stock correlations, simi-
larity measures, or network propagation techniques, capturing
stock relationships and dependencies. Most models adopted
the RNN-GNN framework, improving performance by lever-
aging the graph’s structural information.

The review underscores the efficacy of GNN in stock
prediction and the value of graph-based modelling with tradi-
tional sequential models. This paper provides an overview of
GNN-based stock prediction, laying the foundation for future
research.
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